Avitech Announces Three Additions to Sequoia (MKC) Series
Redmond, WA, USA – August 9, 2010 – Avitech International Corporation is proud to
announce three new additions to its innovative Sequoia series. Formerly known as the MKC
series, Sequoia modules add mouse and keyboard control (KVM) functions to Avitech’s
acclaimed multiviewers. The new Sequoia 2x2V, Sequoia-2H2V, and Sequoia-4H modules join
Sequoia-204 modules in a series of products which offer extraordinary efficiency to users of filebased systems, who can now control multiple computers with one display and set of input
devices while monitoring other feeds at the same time.
Sequoia-204 modules are designed to be integrated with Avitech’s VCC-8000 multiviewers,
enhancing existing high-quality multiviewer functions with KVM functionality. The new
Sequoia 2x2V, Sequoia-2H2V, and Sequoia-4H modules incorporate KVM functions,
Mic/Audio input ports, speakers, a USB hub, and a multiviewer into compact form factors,
delivering freedom and functionality for multiple-system applications while conserving space
and energy.
The Sequoia series has a broad range of potential applications, says Morris Gong, President and
CEO of Avitech. “Anyone who needs to interact with a number of systems at once will find
Sequoia modules useful. We designed these products so that they could be used for anything
from server monitoring to video post-production. Avitech is committed to innovation to meet the
needs of our users, and we believe that we’re going to make difficult work a lot easier with our
new Sequoia modules.”
Avitech is also currently in the process of developing Sequoia modules which will enable
simultaneous control of connected systems by multiple users.
For more information, please visit our website at www.avitechvideo.com/products/mousekeyboard-control-series.php or come see Avitech in Booth 7.K30 at IBC 2010, where Sequoia
modules will be displayed and demonstrated.
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About Avitech
Founded in 1995, Avitech designs, develops, and manufactures Multiviewer solutions. With dealers located in 45
countries, Avitech provides products and solutions that serve the broadcast, professional audio-visual, IT, and
security industries. Avitech pioneered Multiviewers by its proprietary Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) design. Today, Avitech continues to innovate by expanding its line of Multiviewers and control solutions.
Please visit www.avitechvideo.com for more information.

